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This paper presents a grid-tied cascade H-bridge inverter with predictive current control technique. The proposed
15-level cascade inverter consists of three H-bridge inverters with separated DC sources. At the output of the
cascade inverter an L filter is used as a grid filter. The cascade inverter is controlled by the mean of RT-Lab.
The predictive current regulator and one-phase synchronous reference frame PLL are designed with help of Rapid
Control Prototyping. The proposed control method uses a discrete model of the system to predict behavior of the
system for each of 15 voltage levels of inverter output voltage. Verification by simulation and on a laboratory model
is described.
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Strujno prediktivno upravljanje mrežnim H-mosnim izmjenjivačem. U ovom radu prikazan je kaskadni
mrežni izmjenjivač u H-mostu sa strujnim prediktivnim upravljanjem. Predloženi 15-razinski kaskadni izmjenjivač
sadrži tri H-mosna izmjenjivača s odvojenim DC izvorima. Na izlazu kaskadnog izmjenjivača dodan je induktivni
mrežni filter. Kaskadni izmjenjivač upravlja se korištenjem RT-Lab programskog okruženja. Strujni prediktivni
regulator i jednofazni PLL poravnat sa sinkronim koordinatnim sustavom dizajnirani su uz pomoć Rapid Control
Prototyping metode. Predložena metoda upravljanja koristi diskretni model sustava za predikciju ponašanja sus-
tava u svakom od 15 naponskih razina izlaznog napona izmjenjivača. Upravljanje je provjereno na simulacijskom
modelu sustava i laboratorijskom postavu.
Ključne riječi: kaskadni izmjenjivač, strujno prediktivno upravljanje, RT-Lab, PLL u sinkronom koordinatnom
sustavu
1 INTRODUCTION
The solar energy and especially photovoltaics is one
of the fastest growing industries in the world. There is
a demand for high quality electrical energy and thus the
use of photovoltaics is almost impossible without mod-
ern power electronics. If we omit the simplest PV battery
charger there always has to be certain power conditioning
unit (PCU) between the PV generator and the load whether
to maximize the energy yield or to change certain qualities
of electrical energy. Whether it is a stand-alone PV elec-
trical generator or a grid-connected system there is a de-
mand to change the DC voltage to the AC voltage, to max-
imize the energy yield and to monitor the whole system.
This is done by the mean of a PV inverter. There are sev-
eral types of PV inverters according to the topology. How-
ever, there is little experimentation with alternative inverter
topologies [1]. The most widely used topology employs
full-bridge (H-bridge) voltage source inverter. This paper
describes the cascade H-bridge inverter which can be used
for photovoltaic applications.
The cascade H-bridge inverter is an alternative to the
single H-bridge inverter in photovoltaic systems. Its advan-
tages over the single H-bridge inverter are lower THDi of
the grid current and THDu of the output voltage, require-
ments of smaller filters, ability to transfer more power and
smaller du/dt stresses. There is a need to increase the life-
time of photovoltaic inverters as well as their reliability.
High voltage stresses decrease the lifetime of many electri-
cal components [2]. Lower du/dt stresses of components in
multilevel H-bridge inverter can help to meet these needs.
The lifetime of PV generators is in the range of 25 years
and their reliability is high. However, the lifetime of typi-
cal inverter is in the range of 5 – 10 years (in 2006) [1]. It
means that the inverter needs to be replaced several times
during the lifetime of the PV generator. According to sev-
eral biggest PV inverter producers, the PV inverter lifetime
of 20 years cannot be achieved (mainly due to poor relia-
bility of capacitors) and the price of the inverter is more
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important than its lifetime. On the other hand, the cost re-
duction and the reliability increasing can be achieved by
using new topologies of PV inverters [1].
The topologies of utility scale PV inverters are moving
towards multilevel structures mainly because of smaller fil-
tering components and better harmonic spectra [3]. Multi-
level inverters are well suited for use with photovoltaics
due to ease of creation separated DC sources.
Progress in the field of photovoltaics and increas-
ing penetration of grid-tied distributed renewable energy
sources leads to potential problems with those power
sources into the grid. Small grid connected PV systems
are usually connected to the low voltage grid. In Germany,
which has more than 20 GW of grid connected PV systems
installed, is approx. 80% of installed power fed to the low
voltage grid [12].
Such a large power supplied from renewable energy
sources can significantly influence the grid, similar to wind
farms [13]. The PV plants are thus moving from pure grid
feeders to sources at least partially responsible for power
quality.
2 CASCADE H-BRIDGE INVERTER
2.1 Multilevel Converter Topologies
Multilevel inverters have been used for many years in
high-voltage, high-power applications. Their capability to
divide the net voltage and power between several smaller
cells and to produce higher quality voltage and current
were the reason for their spreading in these areas. The most
widely used topologies in industry are cascade inverter,
diode-clamped NPC inverter and capacitor-clamped (fly-
ing capacitor) NPC inverter.
Multilevel inverters usually need several separated DC
sources which is one of the biggest problems they have.
However, in the area of photovoltaics, the separated DC
sources with galvanic isolation are not a problem. A
DC/DC converter such as in [10, 11] can be used. Even
though, not all above-mentioned multilevel topologies are
suitable for PV inverter. The diode-clamped NPC inverter
has a complicated active power control and the capacitor-
clamped NPC inverter has low efficiency when it has to
transfer the active power [4].
In [2] the cascade H-bridge inverter with several isola-
tion transformers is suggested as a suitable inverter topol-
ogy for the PV inverter. This solution brings problems with
isolation transformers which are bulky and expensive. Cas-
cade H-bridge inverter with separated DC sources in multi-

























Fig. 1. Single-phase cascade H-bridge inverter with three
separated DC sources (UA = 240 V, UB = 120 V, and
UC = 60 V), capable of creating 15 voltage levels at its
output
2.2 Cascade H-bridge Inverter
A single-phase structure of a general 7-level cascade
H-bridge inverter is shown in Fig. 1. The number of output
phase voltage levels n is defined by:
n = 2d+ 1, (1)
where d is the number of separated DC sources.
However, in order to reduce THD of the output voltage,
it is possible to create more voltage levels at the output of
the cascade inverter as defined by (1) but with the same
number of DC sources. Each H-bridge inverter can create
positive, negative or zero voltage on its output with magni-
tude equal to the DC source voltage. Thus there are 15 pos-
sible combinations for the cascade H-bridge inverter with
3 separated DC sources. The example of the output volt-
age for DC supply voltages of 40, 20 and 10 V of three
separated DC sources is shown in Fig. 2.
The measured partial voltages at the output of each H-
bridge inverter are shown in Fig. 3.
It can be clearly seen that each H-bridge inverter is
switching with different frequency, which is increasing as
the voltage of the H-bridge inverter is decreasing. There is
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Fig. 2. Measured output voltage of 15-level (3 DC sources:
UA = 40 V, UB = 20 V, UC = 10 V) cascade H-
bridge inverter with voltage control (ma = 0.8, mf = 2,
URMS = 42 V, THDu= 9%)
Fig. 3. Measured partial output voltages u1, u2, u3 of the
cascaded H-bridge inverter (amplitudes: 40, 20 and 10V),
ma = 0.8, mf = 2
discontinuous power transfer at the output of each bridge
cell.
3 CURRENT CONTROL TECHNIQUE
If we consider the DC/DC converter at the inverter in-
put this DC/DC converter acts as a voltage source. Thus
the inverter must be a voltage source inverter (VSI). There
are two main control strategies for VSI: the voltage control
(VCVSI) and the current control (CCVSI). They vary in
the way they control the power flow. The VCVSI uses the
control of the decoupling inductor voltage to control the
power flow and the CCVSI uses the decoupling inductor
current to control the power flow. The CCVSI is faster, can
control active and reactive power flow independently but
cannot provide the voltage support to the load, cannot op-
erate without the grid. The CCVSI can be used for power
factor correction due to the fact, that it can control the re-
active power independently from the active power [5]. The
CCVSI has also a limited short circuit current compared to
the VCVSI.
The cascade inverter controller (Fig. 4) consists of sev-
eral parts: grid measurements, PLL, reference current gen-



























Fig. 4. Current control of grid connected PV system
3.1 Predictive Current Controller
There are various control techniques to control the out-
put of the inverter. When using the PWM control there is a
need to linearise the model of the inverter and this control
technique can lead to cascade regulation structure which
has slow response time. The predictive control offers the
possibility to control the inverter output current and volt-
age with high dynamics without the need to face the prob-
lem of non-linear nature of semiconductor power convert-
ers [6].
Predictive control techniques can be divided into three
main categories: hysteresis based, trajectory based and
model based predictive control. For hysteresis predictive
control there is defined boundary region in which the reg-
ulator tries to keep the controlled variable. The trajec-
tory based predictive control tries to force the controlled
variable to follow the pre-calculated trajectory. The model
based predictive control uses the model of the system to
predict the future state of the system and thus to optimize
the controlled variable [6].
In [7], authors use trajectory based predictive control
for current control of three-level diode-clamped NPC in-
verter. This control technique has been adapted to the
proposed 15-level cascade H-bridge inverter. This control
technique can be broadly classified as trajectory based.
The basic principle of used predictive control technique
is that the cascade H-bridge inverter can create only limited
number of voltage levels at its output.
The variable of interest is the current supplied to the
grid I . This current is influenced by the inverter voltage V .
The goal is to predict the behaviour of the load current I
for each possible voltage vector generated by the inverter.
The system shown in Fig. 5 can be described by:
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Fig. 5. The L filter between the inverter output and the grid
used to decouple the output voltage and the grid and to
filter higher harmonics
The prediction of the load current is based on the dis-
crete model, which can be easily implemented by com-
puter. The derivative in (2) can be replaced by its discrete
approximation (TS is the sampling time):
di
dt
≈ i (k + 1)−i (k)
TS
. (3)
By replacing (3) in (2), the discrete model of the system
is obtained:
v (k) = Ri (k) +L
i (k + 1)−i (k)
TS
+e (k) . (4)
From (4), the future value of the load current predicted
form the model of thy system is:
i (k + 1) =
TS
L






The (5) is used to predict the future value of the load
current. For the trajectory based predictive control there is
a need to create the trajectory which will be followed by
the controlled variable. However, the future value of the
reference current i∗(k + 1) is unknown. In order to de-
termine the next value of the reference current, in [7] they
use Lagrange quadratic extrapolation which uses Lagrange
polynomials that are polynomials of the least degree that at
each point assume the corresponding value of the function.
i∗ (k + 1) = 3i∗ (k)−3i∗ (k − 1) +i∗ (k − 2) . (6)
For predictive control, there is a need to create the cost
function which will be evaluated in each sampling time and
will define the behaviour of the system. The cost function
can determine the quality of control process. It can be cho-
sen so that it can minimize the switching frequency or the
higher order harmonics. The function can be chosen as a
filter to remove certain harmonics and so on [6].
The cost function was chosen as difference between the
desired and real value of the current supplied to the grid:
z (k) = |i∗ (k + 1)− i (k + 1)| . (7)
The cost function (7) is evaluated for each of 15 volt-
age vectors that the cascade H-bridge inverter can create at
its output and the voltage vector V that minimizes the cost
function (7) is chosen and applied at the inverter output.
The example of cost function evaluation in time is shown
in Fig. 7. Each voltage level generates one value of the
cost function in time. The voltage level, that is closest to
zero is chosen and is hold at the inverter output for the
whole sampling time. From Fig. 6, it can be seen that the
sampling time is not directly related to the switching fre-
quency as the same voltage level can be applied for more
than one sampling time. This brings the possibility to limit
the switching frequency but it brings decrease of the qual-















Fig. 6. The predictive current controller














Fig. 7. The cost function (the absolute value is omitted)
evaluation in time (UA = 240 V, UB = 120 V, UC = 60 V,
TS = 200 µs, R = 1 Ω, L = 6 mH)
The current controller structure is shown in Fig. 6.
The inputs are grid voltage and current and the reference
current from the reference current regulator. The discrete
model of the system is calculated for each voltage vector
and the voltage vector that minimise the cost function is
chosen. The output of the predictive current regulator is
the desired voltage vector which is fed to the coder. The
coder is responsible for the control of switching states of
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H-bridges to create the desired voltage level at the inverter
output.
3.2 Phase Locked Loop
The PLL (Phase Locked Loop) is a mean how to syn-
chronize the grid connected system to the grid voltage.
The synchronization is needed for power factor control.
PLL synchronization techniques can be divided into two
groups: open loop and closed loop. The most widely used
technique in three-phase system is synchronous reference
frame PLL (SF-PLL). The SF-PLL has good performance
with the grid which is not highly distorted [8].
The SF-PLL is based on direct Clark transformation of
the three-phase system into two-phase system and the sub-
sequent Park transformation into synchronous reference
frame. Thus two voltages vd and vq are produced. One of
these voltages is by a mean of PI controller set to zero
which results in the reference being locked to the grid.
The output from the PLL is a phase angle which is used
to generate the reference three-phase currents through re-
verse Park transformation (dq → αβ) and subsequent re-
verse Clark transformation (αβ → abc).
The SF-PLL can be used for one-phase systems as well.
However, it is not possible to use the direct Clark transfor-
mation because only one voltage is presented. The solu-
tion is to create artificial two-phase system based on the
one-phase grid voltage [8, 9].
The property of the stationary reference frame is that
two voltages vα and vβ are orthogonal. If the grid voltage























There are several possibilities how to create the 90 de-
grees phase shift of the grid voltage to produce the vα volt-
age (e.g. storage elements, filters). One of them is to use
second-order low-pass filter [8, 9]. Based on the compar-
ison in [8] the best performance is achieved by PLL with
second order filter artificial voltage generator and SF-PLL.
When the input voltage vgrid passes through the second-
order low-pass filter, where the damping ratio ζ = 1/
√
2,
the undamped natural frequency ωn has the same value as
the estimated frequency, a signal with a phase-angle differ-
ence of π/2 and amplitude of Vm/
√











= Vmcos (ωt) . (9)
The one-phase synchronous reference frame PLL is
shown in Fig. 8. The input is a grid voltage which passes
through a low-pass filter. The amplitude and phase of that


























Fig. 8. One-phase synchronous reference frame PLL
The PLL is implemented as discrete model and filters
coefficients are obtained by Tustin transformation.
3.3 Reference Current Generator
The reference current generator (Fig. 9) consists simply
of direct Park transformation. The iα is set as reference







Fig. 9. Reference current generator
The inputs to the reference current generator are dq
components of required grid current. These components
are connected to active and reactive power delivered to the
grid. There is a need to create dq power controller to con-
trol required components of the grid current.
4 SIMULATION RESULTS
The proposed controller was at fist simulated in
MATALB/Simulink. This environment was chosen due to
its ability to easily transfer the designed model to RT-
Lab, which was used for real time simulation of de-
signed controller and Rapid Control Prototyping. The
MATLAB/Simulink model of a predictive current con-
troller used for simulation is shown in Fig. 10.
Simulations were done for the same operating con-
ditions as the real laboratory setup has. For the simula-
tion and for the real measurements, the system parameters
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Fig. 10. The Simulink model of used current predictive reg-
ulator
were: R = 5 Ω, L = 7 mH, TS = 100 µs, UA = 40 V,
UB = 20 V, UC = 10 V, the grid voltage E = ∼ 35 V,
50 Hz.
The basic capability of the controller that needs to be
verified is the ability to track the load current and the lock
capability and speed of the PLL. Comparison between the
desired and the real value of the load current is shown in
Fig. 11. The total harmonic distortion of load current THDi
is 2.5%. The designed current controller has the capability
to follow the reference current generated by the reference
current generator as can be seen in Fig. 11.
The sampling time should be chosen with respect to
the load parameters, the required total harmonic distortion
of current THDi and total harmonic distortion of voltage
THDu and is limited by computing speed of used real-time
system.




























Fig. 11. The simulation of tracking ability for load current
and its changes (UA = 40 V, UB = 20 V, UC = 10 V,
E = ∼ 35 V, 50 Hz, TS = 100 µs, R = 5 Ω, L = 7 mH,
idref = 2 A, iqref = 0 A)
Performance of the PLL was verified by observing the
time that is needed for the grid current to lock to the grid
voltage as shown in Fig. 12. The PLL was locked after 15
ms. The grid voltage and current are in phase due to re-
quired value of grid current dq components (the q compo-
nent was set to zero, thus there is no phase shift).







































Fig. 12. The performance of the PLL locking speed (UA =
40 V, UB = 20 V, UC = 10 V, E = ∼ 35 V, 50 Hz, TS =
100 µs, R = 5 Ω, L = 7 mH, idref = 2 A, iqref = 0 A)
The values at the inverter output are shown in Fig. 13.
The change in the inverter voltage is at most every 100 µs
and is defined by the sampling time.






































Fig. 13. The cascade inverter output (UA = 40 V, UB = 20
V, UC = 10 V, E = ∼ 35 V, 50 Hz, TS = 100 µs, R = 5
Ω, L = 7 mH, idref = 2 A, iqref = 0 A)
5 REAL SYSTEM SETUP
The after mentioned current control technique was used
to control the laboratory model of a 15-level (three DC
sources: 40V, 20V and 10V) cascade inverter with L filter
connected to ∼ 35 V/50 Hz. The control circuit was de-
signed with the help of Rapid Control Prototyping (RCP)
and RT-Lab. The biggest advantage of this solution is that
with the help of RT-Lab the Simulink model can be run in
real time.
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When using RCP, which is a part of the Hardware in
the Loop (HIL) simulation, the controller is simulated on
a computer in real time and is connected to a real plant
(Fig. 14). This technique can easily verify the controller
design. The plant is the 15-level cascade inverter with 3
separated DC sources in this case. Simulink was used to
create a program scheme of the controller and RT-Lab was
used to simulate the controller in real time.
The connection between the real-time system and a
real hardware is accomplished by a mean of DAQ card
with digital and analogue inputs/outputs. Texas Instru-
ments 6025E DAQ card is used. The dead time needed to
prevent short circuit in H-bridge leg is realized by the hard-
ware IGBT driver circuit. The current regulator is sampled
with sample time TS = 100 µs. With current system con-
figuration the sample time can be set as low as 50 µs.
Fig. 14. Interconnection of simulated regulator and a real
plant (AC motor in this case for illustrative purpose) using
RT-Lab during RCP procedure
6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
With measurements on the 15-level cascade H-bridge
inverter, the tracking capability of the load current and the
power factor control were verified. For measurements, the
system parameters were set to: R = 5 Ω, L = 7 mH,
TS = 100 µs, UA = 40 V, UB = 20 V, UC = 10 V
(voltage sources). The inverter was connected to the one-
phase grid ∼ 35 V/50 Hz.
The reference current was set as idref = 2 A, iqref = 0
A, thus the power factor should be 1. The active and re-
active power supplied to the grid, as well as phase shift
between grid voltage and current, was measured by power
analyzer. The real phase shift was 2 degrees into inductive
region (PF of 0.9996 inductive). Thus the reactive power
was consumed by the inverter (Fig. 15). This error can be
eliminated by creating a bias in iqref .
7 CONCLUSION
In this paper the 15-level grid-tied cascade H-bridge
inverter with predictive current control technique is pre-
sented. From the simulation and experimental results can
be concluded that the proposed current regulator and PLL
Fig. 15. Output current of cascade inverter with current
control: CH2: inverter voltage, CH3: grid voltage, CH4:
grid current (TS = 100 µs, R = 5 Ω, L = 7 mH, UA =
40 V, UB = 20 V, UC = 10 V, THDi = 4%, P = 50 W,
Q = −1.3 W, ϕ = 2◦ inductive, idref = 2 A, iqref = 0 A)
synchronisation work properly. Only some aspects are pre-
sented here and many problems are still to be solved. Fu-
ture research will be oriented towards connection to the
PV generator and design of MPPT (Maximum Power Point
Tracking) control, which is essential for a PV inverter. Also
the problem with unloaded DC sources (partial PV gen-
erators in real system) will be solved. Replacement of the
simple L filter with a LCL filter is next challenge. The used
cost function is very simple and by creating more sophisti-
cated cost function, the control technique will be improved.
The difference between presented simulation results and
measurements is caused by inaccuracy of sensors and L fil-
ter parameters. However, the work shows promising results
and by using computer control and RT-Lab, the controller
can be easily modified.
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